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Abstract. We present an abstract framework for a posteriori error estimation for approximations of
scalar parabolic evolution equations, based on elliptic reconstruction techniques [10, 9, 3, 5]. In addition
to its original application (to derive error estimates on the discretization error), we extend the scope of this
framework to derive offline/online decomposable a posteriori estimates on the model reduction error in the
context of Reduced Basis (RB) methods. In addition, we present offline/online decomposable a posteriori
error estimates on the full approximation error (including discretization as well as model reduction error)
in the context of the localized RB method [14]. Hence, this work generalizes the localized RB method
with true error certification to parabolic problems. Numerical experiments are given to demonstrate the
applicability of the approach.

1. Introduction. We are interested in efficient and certified numerical approximations of parabolic parametric problems, such as: given a Gelfand triple of suitable Hilbert spaces Q ⊂ H ⊂ Q0 ,
an end time Tend > 0, initial data p0 ∈ Q and right hand side f ∈ H, for a parameter µ ∈ P find
p(·; µ) ∈ L2 (0, Tend ; Q) with ∂t p(·; µ) ∈ L2 (0, Tend ; Q0 ), such that p(0; µ) = p0 and

h∂t p(t; µ), qi + b p(t; µ), q; µ = ( f , q)H
for all q ∈ Q,
(1)
where P ⊂ Rρ for ρ ∈ N denotes the set of admissible parameters and b denotes a parametric
elliptic bilinear form (see Section 2 for details).
We consider grid-based approximations ph (µ) ∈ Qh of p(µ) ∈ Q, obtained by formulating
(1) in terms of a discrete approximation space Qh ⊂ H (think of Finite Elements or Finite Volumes) where b is replaced by a discrete counterpart acting on Qh (e.g. in case of nonconforming
approximations).
Efficiency of such an approximation for a single parameter is usually associated with minimal
computational effort, obtained by adaptive grid refinement using localizable and reliable error
estimates (see [17] and the references therein). For parametric problems, however, where one is
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interested in approximating (1) for many parameters, efficiency is related to an overall computational cost that is minimal compared to the combined cost of separate approximations for each
parameter. To this end one employs model reduction with reduced basis (RB) methods, where
one usually considers a common approximation space Qh for all parameters (with the notable
exceptions [2, 18]) and where one iteratively builds a reduced approximation space Qred ⊂ Qh
by an adaptive greedy search, the purpose of which is to capture the manifold of solutions of (1):
{p(t; µ) ∈ Q |t ∈ [0, Tend ], µ ∈ P}; we refer to the monographs [15, 7, 16] and the references
therein. One obtains a reduced problem by Galerkin projection of all quantities onto Qred and,
given a suitable parametrization of the problem, the assembly of the reduced problem allows
for an offline/online decomposition such that a reduced solution pred (µ) ∈ Qred for a parameter
µ ∈ P can be efficiently computed with a computational effort independent of the dimension
of Qh . To assess the quality of the reduced solution and to steer the greedy basis generation, RB
methods traditionally rely on residual based a posterior error estimates on the model reduction
error ered (µ) := ph (µ) − pred (µ), ||ered (µ)|| ≤ ηred (µ), with the drawback that usually no information on the discretization error eh (µ) := p(µ) − ph (µ) is available during the online phase of
the computation.
In contrast, we are interested in approximations of (1) which are efficient in the parametric
sense as well as certified in the sense that we have access to an efficiently computable estimate
on the full approximation error eh,red (µ) := p(µ) − pred (µ), including the discretization as well
as the model reduction error: ||eh,red (µ)|| ≤ ηh,red (µ).
For elliptic problems such an estimate is available for the localized RB multiscale method
(LRBMS) [1, 14], the idea of which is to couple spatially localized reduced bases associated with
subdomains of the physical domain. In addition to computational benefits due to the localization,
the LRBMS also allows to adaptively enrich the local reduced bases online by solving local
corrector problems, given a localizable error estimate. Apart from the LRBMS [13], we are only
aware of [2] and [18], where the full approximation error is taken into account in the context of
RB methods.
In an instationary setting, localized RB methods were first applied in the context of two-phase
flow in porous media [8] and to parabolic problems such as (1) in the context of Lithium-Ion
Battery simulations [12], yet in either case without error control. In contrast, here we present the
fully certified localized RB method for parabolic problems by equipping it with suitable a posteriori error estimates. As argued above, it is beneficial to have access to several error estimates
which can be evaluated efficiently during the online phase: for instance to later enable online
adaptive basis enrichment, one could (i) solve local corrector problems, given ηred , whenever the
reduced space is not rich enough; or one could (ii) locally adapt the grid, given ηh,red , whenever
Qh is insufficient.
Therefore, we present a general framework for a posteriori error estimation for parabolic
problems, which will enable us to obtain either of the above estimates. It is based on the elliptic
reconstruction technique, introduced for several discretizations and norms in [10, 9, 3, 5]. In this
contribution we reformulate this approach in an abstract setting, allowing for a novel application
in the context of RB methods. In particular, this technique allows to reuse existing a posteriori
error estimates for elliptic diffusion problems.
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2. General Framework for A Posteriori Error Estimates. In the following presentation we
mainly follow [5], reformulating it in an abstract Hilbert space setting and slightly extending it
by allowing non-symmetric bilinear forms. We drop the parameter dependency in this section to
simplify the notation.
Definition 2.1 (Abstract parabolic problem). Let Q be a Hilbert space, densely embedded in
e ⊆ H be a finite dimensional approximation
another Hilbert space H (possibly Q = H), and let Q
space for Q, not necessarily contained in Q. Denote by (·, ·), k · k the H-inner product and the
norm induced by it.
e × (Q + Q)
e → R be a bilinear form which is continuous and
Let f ∈ H, and let b : (Q + Q)
e which coincides with the square root of
coercive on Q. Let further |||·||| be a norm over Q + Q,
the symmetric part of b over Q.
Our goal is to bound the error e(t) := p(t) − p̃(t) between the true (analytical) solution p ∈
2
L (0, Tend ; Q), ∂t p ∈ L2 (0, Tend ; Q0 ) of (1), where the duality pairing h∂t p(t), qi is induced by the
e
H-scalar product via the Gelfand triple Q ⊆ H = H 0 ⊆ Q0 , and the Q-Galerkin
approximation
2
2
e
e
p̃ ∈ L (0, Tend , Q), ∂t p̃ ∈ L (0, Tend , Q), solution of
(∂t p̃(t), q̃) + b( p̃(t), q̃) = ( f , q̃)

e
for all q̃ ∈ Q.

(2)

e For
e the H-orthogonal projection onto Q.
Definition 2.2 (Elliptic reconstruction). Denote by Π
e define the elliptic reconstruction E (q̃) ∈ Q of q̃ to be the unique solution of the variational
q̃ ∈ Q,
problem
e f ) + f , q0 )
b(E (q̃), q0 ) = (B(q̃) − Π(
for all q0 ∈ Q,
(3)

e is the H-inner product Riesz representative of the functional b(q̃, ·), i.e., (B(q̃), q̃0 )
where B(q̃) ∈ Q
0
e Note that E (q̃) is well-defined, due to the coercivity of b on Q.
= b(q̃, q̃ ) for all q̃0 ∈ Q.

The following central property of the elliptic reconstruction follows immediately from its
definition:
e
Proposition 2.3. q̃ is the Q-Galerkin
approximation of the solution E (q̃) of the weak problem
(3) in the sense that q̃ satisfies
e f ) + f , q̃0 )
b(q̃, q̃0 ) = (w̃ − Π(

e
for all q̃0 ∈ Q.

Assume that for each t we have a decomposition p̃(t) =: p̃c (t)+ p̃d (t) (not necessarily unique)
e are the conforming and non-conforming parts of p̃(t). We consider
where p̃c (t) ∈ Q, p̃d (t) ∈ Q
the following error quantities:
ρ(t) := p(t) − E ( p̃(t)),
c

ε(t) := E ( p̃(t)) − p̃(t),

c

ε c (t) := E ( p̃(t)) − p̃c (t).

e (t) := p(t) − p̃ (t),

Theorem 2.4 (Abstract semi-discrete error estimate). Let C := (2|||b|||2 + 1)1/2 , where |||b|||
denotes the continuity constant of b on Q w.r.t. |||·|||, then
√
kekL2 (0,Tend ;|||·|||) ≤kec (0)k + 3k∂t p̃d kL2 (0,Tend ;|||·|||Q,−1 )
+ (C + 1) · kεkL2 (0,Tend ;|||·|||) +C · k p̃d kL2 (0,Tend ;|||·|||) .
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cf. [5]. For each q ∈ Q, we have the error identity
h∂t e(t), qi + b(ρ(t), q) = 0,

(4)

using the definition of ρ, the properties of the elliptic reconstruction and the fact, that p solves
(1). Testing with ec (t) and applying Young’s inequality then yields
∂t kec (t)k2 + |||ρ(t)|||2 ≤ 3|||∂t p̃d (t)|||2Q,−1 + (2|||b|||2 + 1) · |||ε c (t)|||2 .

(5)

Hence, the claim follows by integrating (5) from 0 to Tend and using the triangle inequalities
|||e(t)||| ≤ |||ρ(t)||| + |||ε(t)||| and |||ε c (t)||| ≤ |||ε(t)||| + ||| p̃d (t)|||.
Remark 2.5. According to Proposition 2.3, the term |||ε(t)||| can be bounded using any available a posteriori error estimator for the elliptic equation (3). The term |||∂t p̃d (t)|||Q,−1 can be
b k∂ p̃d (t)k using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, where C b
bounded by CH,Q
t
H,Q is a constant such
b
that kqk ≤ CH,Q |||q||| for all q ∈ Q.
It is straightforward to modify the estimate in Theorem 2.4 for semi-discrete solutions p̃(t) to
take the time discretization error into account:
e ∂t p̃ ∈ L2 (0, Tend , Q)
e be an arbitrary discrete approximaCorollary 2.6. Let p̃ ∈ L2 (0, Tend , Q),
e denote the Q-Riesz
e
tion of p(t), not necessarily satisfying (2). Let RT [ p̃](t) ∈ Q
representative
w.r.t. the H-inner product of the time-stepping residual of p̃(t), i.e.
(RT [ p̃](t), q̃) = (∂t p̃(t), q̃) + b( p̃(t), q̃) − ( f , q̃)

e
∀q̃ ∈ Q.

Then, with C := (3|||b|||2 + 2)1/2 , the following error estimate holds:
kekL2 (0,Tend ;|||·|||) ≤ kec (0)k + 2k∂t p̃d kL2 (0,Tend ;|||·|||Q,−1 )

+ (C + 1) · kεkL2 (0,Tend ;|||·|||) +C · k p̃d kL2 (0,Tend ;|||·|||)

(6)

b
· kRT [ p̃]kL2 (0,Tend ;H) .
+ 2CH,Q

Proof. Since (4) no longer holds, we gain RT [ p̃](t) as an additional source term in the error
equation:
h∂t e(t), qi + b(ρ(t), q) = (−RT [ p̃](t), q).
The statement follows using the same line of argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.4, taking
the additional term into account.

Example 2.7 (Implicit Euler time stepping). Let nt ∈ N be the number of time steps and ∆t :=
e
Tend /nt the (fixed) time step size. Let p̃(t) be the Q-valued
piecewise linear function with supn
porting points p̃(n · ∆t ) =: p̃ , n = 0, . . . nt , such that p̃0 := p(0) and p̃n is defined for n > 0 as
the solution of
 p̃n − p̃n−1 
e
, q̃ + b( p̃n , q̃) = ( f , q̃)
∀q̃ ∈ Q.
∆t
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We then have for (n − 1) · ∆t ≤ t ≤ n · t the equality
RT [ p̃](t) =

n · ∆t − t
B( p̃n − p̃n−1 ).
∆t

Thus,
(
kRT ( p̃)kL2 (0,Tend ;H) =

nt

∆t
∑ 3 kB( p̃n − p̃n−1 )k2
n=1

)1/2
.

Similarly, we obtain for the other quantities in (6) the bounds
)1/2
(
nt
∆t n 2
,
kεkL2 (0,Tend ;|||·|||) ≤ 2 ∑ |||ε |||
n=0 3
(
)1/2
nt
∆
t
2
k p̃d kL2 (0,Tend ;|||·|||) ≤ 2 ∑ ||| p̃d,n |||
,
n=1 3
(
)1/2
nt
1
d
d,n
d,n−1 2
k∂t p̃ kL2 (0,Tend ;|||·|||Q,−1 ) ≤ ∑ ||| p̃ − p̃
|||Q,−1
,
n=1 ∆t
where ε n := ε(n · ∆t ), p̃d,n := p̃d (n · ∆t ), 0 ≤ n ≤ nt .
Example 2.8 (Reduced basis approximation). We can directly apply Corollary 2.6 to obtain
a posteriori estimates for standard reduced basis schemes. In this case, Q = H will be some
e ⊆ Q the reduced approximation space. The Q and H-norms might
discrete ‘truth’ space and Q
be, in case of a conforming approximation, the H01 (Ω) and L2 (Ω) norms for some domain Ω.
(6) then reduces to
b
kekL2 (0,Tend ;|||·|||) ≤ ke(0)k + (C + 1) · kεkL2 (0,Tend ;|||·|||) + 2CH,Q
· kRT ( p̃)kL2 (0,Tend ;H) .

The elliptic error |||ε|||L2 (0,Tend ;Q) could be bounded using a standard residual-based error estimator for (3). For parametric problems with affine parameter dependency, all appearing terms
are easily offline/online decomposed.
3. Localized reduced basis methods. We now return to the definition of the localized RB
method for parabolic problems as follows.
The continuous problem. Let Ω ⊂ Rd for d = 1, 2, 3 denote a bounded connected domain with
polygonal boundary ∂ Ω and, following the notation of Section 1, let H = L2 (Ω) and Q = H01 (Ω).
We consider problem (1) with the parametric bilinear form b, defined over Q, as
b(p, q; µ) =

Z
Ω

for p, q ∈ H 1 (Ω), µ ∈ P,

(λ (µ)κε ∇p) · ∇q

(7)

given data functions κε ∈ [L∞ (Ω)]d×d and λ : P → L∞ (Ω). For λ and κε , such that λ (µ)κε ∈
[L∞ (Ω)]d×d is bounded from below (away from 0) and above for all µ ∈ P, the bilinear form
b(·, ·; µ) is continuous and coercive with respect to Q for all µ ∈ P. Thus, a unique solution
p(·; µ) ∈ L2 (0, Tend ; Q) of problem (1) exists for all µ ∈ P, if f is bounded.
5

We continue with the definition of the discretization in order to define the approximation space
Q̃, to extend the definition of b onto Q̃ and to introduce the relevant norms.
The main idea of localized RB methods is to partition the physical domain Ω into subdomains
in the spirit of domain decomposition methods and to generate a local reduced basis on each
subdomain, as opposed to a single reduced basis with global support. Coupling across subdomains is achieved by a symmetric weighted interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin (SWIPDG)
scheme [4] for the high-dimensional as well as the reduced discretization.
The discretization. To discretize (1) we require two nested partitions of Ω: a coarse one, TH
with elements (subdomains) T ∈ TH , and a fine one, τh with elements t ∈ τh (note that we use t
to denote elements of the computational grids, not to be confused with the time t). Within each
subdomain T ∈ TH we allow for any local approximation of Q and b by discrete counterparts
T
T
Qk,T
h and bh of order k ≥ 1, associated with the local grid τh := T ∩ τh ⊂ τh . In particular we
0
consider (i) local conforming approximations by setting Qk,T
h to {qh ∈ C (T ) | qh |t ∈ Pk (t) ∀t ∈
1
T
T
τh } ⊂ H (T ) and bh to b|T , where Pk (ω) denotes the space of polynomials over ω ⊆ Ω of order
2
up to k ∈ N; (ii) local nonconforming approximations by setting Qk,T
h to {qh ∈ L (T ) | qh |t ∈
Pk (t) ∀t ∈ τhT } ⊂ L2 (T ) and bTh to the following SWIPDG bilinear form: for p, q ∈ Qk,T
h and
µ ∈ P, we define
bTh (p, q; µ) := bT (p, q; µ) +

∑

be (p, q; µ),

e∈FhT

with bT (p, q; µ) := T (λ (µ)κε ∇p) · ∇q, where FhT denotes the set of all inner faces of τhT that
share two elements t − ,t + ∈ τhT . The face bilinear form be for any inner or boundary face e of
τh is given by be (p, q; µ) := bec (q, p; µ) + bec (p, q; µ) + bep (p, q; µ) with the coupling and penalty
face bilinear forms bec and bep given by
R

bec (p, q; µ) :=

Z
e

−



λ (µ)κε Π̃∇p

and

[[q]]e
e

bep (p, q; µ) :=

Z
e

σe (µ) [[p]]e [[q]]e ,

respectively, with the L2 -orthogonal projection Π̃ from Definition 2.2. Given a function q which
is two-valued on faces, its jump and weighted average are given by [[q]]e := q− −q+ and {{q}}e :=
ωe− q− + ωe+ q+ , respectively, on uniquely oriented inner faces e = t − ∩ t + for t ± ∈ τh , and by
[[q]]e := {{q}}e := q for boundary faces e = t − ∩ ∂ Ω, with the locally adaptive weights given by
ωe− := δe+ (δe+ + δe− )−1 and ωe+ := δe− (δe+ + δe− )−1 , respectively, with δe± := ne · κε± · ne . Here,
ne ∈ Rd denotes the unique normal to a face e pointing away from t − and q± := q|t ± . The
e
positive penalty function is given by σe (µ) := σ h−1
e {{λ (µ)}}e σε , where σ ≥ 1 denotes a userdependent parameter, he > 0 denotes the diameter of a face e, and the locally adaptive weight is
given by σεe := δe+ δe− (δe+ + δe− )−1 on inner faces and by σεe := δe− on boundary faces.
Given local approximations Qk,T
and bTh on each subdomain T ∈ TH , we define the DG
h
k,T
k
space by Qh := ⊕T ∈TH Qh and couple the local discretizations along a coarse face E ∈ FH ,
by SWIPDG fluxes to obtain the global bilinear form b : P → [Qkh × Qkh → R], by
b(p, q; µ) :=

∑

T ∈TH

bTh (p, q; µ) +
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∑ ∑

E∈FH e∈FhE

be (p, q; µ),

for p, q ∈ Qkh , µ ∈ P, where FH denotes the set of all faces of the coarse grid TH and where
FhE denotes the set of fine faces of τh which lie on a coarse face E ∈ FH . Note that b is
continuous and coercive with respect to Qkh in the DG norm |||·|||· (see the next section) if the
penalty parameter σ is chosen large enough (see [14] and the references therein concerning the
choice of σ ).
Depending on the choice of TH and the local approximations, the above definition covers a
wide range of discretizations, ranging from a standard conforming to a standard SWIPDG one;
we refer to [14] for details. The semi-discrete problem for a single parameter then reads as (2)
with Q̃ = Qkh . Presuming p0 ∈ Qkh and using implicit Euler time stepping (compare Example
2.7) the fully-discrete problem reads: for each time step n > 0 find the DoF vector of pnh (µ) :=
k
ph (n · ∆t , µ) ∈ Qkh , denoted by pnh (µ) ∈ Rdim Qh , such that


Mh + ∆t b(µ) pnh (µ) = ∆t fh + pn−1
h (µ),
k

k

(8)

k

where Mh , b(µ) ∈ Rdim Qh ×dim Qh and fh ∈ Rdim Qh denote the matrix and vector representations
of (·, ·)L2 (Ω) , b(·, ·; µ) and ( f , ·)L2 (Ω) , respectively, with respect to the basis of Qkh .
Model reduction. Let us assume that we are already given a reduced space Qred ⊂ Qkh (we
postpone the discussion of how to find Qred to Section 5). Given Qred , we formally arrive at
the reduced problem simply by Galerkin projection of (8) onto Qred , just like traditional RB
methods: for each time step n > 0 find the reduced DoF vector pnred (µ) ∈ Rdim Qred , such that


Mred + ∆t bred (µ) pnred (µ) = ∆t fred + pn−1
red (µ),

(9)

with p0red (µ) := Πred (p0 ), where Πred denotes the L2 -orthogonal projection onto Qred , and where
Mred , bred (µ) ∈ Rdim Qred ×dim Qred and fred ∈ Rdim Qred denote the matrix and vector representations
of (·, ·)L2 (Ω) , b(·, ·; µ) and ( f , ·)L2 (Ω) , respectively, with respect to the basis of Qred .
As usual with RB methods, we can achieve an efficient offline/online splitting of the computational process by precomputing the restriction of the functionals and operators arising in (8) to
Qred , if those allow for an affine decomposition with respect to the parameter µ. For standard RB
methods, where Qred is spanned by reduced basis functions with global support, the matrix representation of the reduced L2 -product, for instance, would be given by Mred = Πred · Mh · Πred ⊥ ,
k
where Πred ∈ Rdim Qred ×dim Qh denotes the matrix representation of Πred (each row of Πred corresponds to the DoF vector of one reduced basis function). For localized RB methods, however,
we are given a local reduced basis on each subdomain T ∈ TH (reflected in the structure of the
reduced space, Qred = ⊕T ∈TH QTred ) and all operators and functionals are localizable with respect
to TH . Thus, the reduced basis projection can be carried out locally as well. For instance, since
T = ΠT ·M T ·ΠT ⊥ ∈ Rdim QTred ×dim QTred
(p, q)L2 (Ω) = ∑T ∈TH ( p|T , q|T )L2 (T ) , we locally obtain Mred
red
red
h
T

k,T

k,T

k,T

for all T ∈ TH , where ΠTred ∈ Rdim Qred ×dim Qh and MhT ∈ Rdim Qh ×dim Qh denote the matrix representations of the local L2 -orthogonal reduced basis projection and (·, ·)L2 (T ) , respectively. The
reduced L2 -product matrix Mred ∈ Rdim Qred ×dim Qred , with dim Qred = ∑T ∈τh dim QTred , is then assembled by combining the local matrices using a standard DG mapping with respect to Qred . In
the same manner, the reduction of b can be carried out locally by projecting the local bilinear
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forms on each subdomain as well as the coupling bilinear forms with respect to all neighbors,
yielding sparse reduced operators and products; we refer to [14] for details and implications.

4. Error analysis. For our analysis we introduce the broken Sobolev space H 1 (τh ) := q ∈
L2 (Ω) q|t ∈ H 1 (t) ∀t ∈ τh , containing Q + Q̃, since Qred ⊂ Qkh ⊂ H 1 (τh ) ⊂ L2 (Ω) and
H 1 (Ω) ⊂ H 1 (τh ). Note that the domain of all operators, products and functionals of the previous section can be naturally extended to H 1 (τh ), for instance by using the broken gradient
operator ∇h , which is locally defined by (∇h q)|t := ∇( q|t ) for all t ∈ τh . Using said operator in the definition of bT , we define the parametric energy semi-norm (which is a norm
1/2
only on H01 (Ω)) by |q|µ := ∑T ∈TH bT (q, q; µ)
and the parametric DG norm by |||q|||µ :=

1/2
, for µ ∈ P and q ∈ H 1 (τh ), respectively, where Fh
∑T ∈TH bT (q, q; µ) + ∑e∈Fh bep (q, q; µ)
denotes the set of all faces of τh . Note that |||q|||µ = |q|µ for q ∈ H01 (Ω).
Since we presume λ to be affinely decomposable with respect to µ, there exist Ξ ∈ N strictly
positive coefficients θξ : P → R and nonparametric components λξ ∈ L∞ (Ω), such that λ (µ) =
∑Ξξ =1 θξ (µ)λξ . We can thus compare λ , and in particular |||·|||· , for two parameters by means of
α(µ, µ) := minΞξ =1 θξ (µ)θξ (µ)−1 and γ(µ, µ) := maxΞξ =1 θξ (µ)θξ (µ)−1 :
α(µ, µ)1/2 |||·|||µ ≤ |||·|||µ ≤ γ(µ, µ)1/2 |||·|||µ .

(10)

Note that since we consider an energy norm here, usage of the above norm equivalence requires
no additional offline computations, in contrast to the standard min-θ approach [15], where continuity and coercivity constants of b(·, ·; µ) need to be computed when considering the H01 -norm.
We also denote by cε (µ) > 0 the minimum over x ∈ Ω of the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix
λ (x; µ)κε (x) ∈ Rd×d .
We are interested in a fully computable and offline/online decomposable estimate on the full
approximation error in a fixed energy norm. Therefore, we use the general framework presented
in Section 2 and apply it to the parametric setting of the localized RB method. Since we use
an implicit Euler time stepping for the reduced scheme we can readily apply Corollary 2.6 and
Example 2.7 by specifying all arising terms.
Given any discontinuous function qred (µ) ∈ Qred ⊂ Qkh 6⊂ H01 (Ω), we use the Oswald interpolation operator IOS : Qkh → Qkh ∩ H01 (Ω), which consists of averaged evaluations of its source
at Lagrange points of the grid τh (compare [14, Section 4] and the references therein), to compute the conforming and non-conforming parts of a function by qcred := IOS (qred ) and qdred :=
qred − qcred , respectively. Following Remark 2.5, we estimate the elliptic reconstruction error,
|||ε(n · ∆t )|||µ , by the localizable and offline/online decomposable a posteriori error estimate
η(pred (n · ∆t ; µ); µ, µ, µ̃) from [14, Corollary 4.5], where µ̃ ∈ P denotes any fixed parameter.
Since b reduces on H01 (Ω) to the symmetric bilinear form (7), we have |||b(·, ·; µ)|||µ = 1
for any µ ∈ P. Denoting the Poincaré constant with respect to Ω by CPΩ > 0, we can estimate ||Πred (q)||L2 (Ω) ≤ CPΩ cε (µ)−1 |||q|||µ for any µ ∈ P, q ∈ H01 (Ω) and |||∂t pdred (t)|||µ,Q,−1 ≤
CPΩ cε (µ)−1 ∂t pdred (t) L2 (Ω) for ∂t pdred ∈ L2 (0, Tend ; Qred ) and µ ∈ P. We thus obtain the following estimate by applying Corollary 2.6 and Example 2.7 using the energy norm |||·|||µ and the
norm equivalence (10).
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Corollary 4.1. Let the two partitions τh and TH of Ω fulfill the requirements of [14, Theorem
4.2], namely: let τh be shape regular without hanging nodes and fine enough, such that all data
functions can be assumed polynomial on each t ∈ τh ; let the subdomains T ∈ TH be shaped,
such that a local Poincaré inequality for functions in H 1 (T ) with zero mean holds. For µ ∈ P
let p(·; µ) ∈ L2 (0, Tend ; H01 (Ω)) denote the weak solution of the parabolic problem (1) and let
pred (·; µ) ∈ L2 (0, Tend ; Qred ) denote the reduced solution of the fully-discrete problem (9), where
the constant function 1 is present in all local reduced bases spanning Qred . It then holds for
arbitrary µ̂, µ, µ̃ ∈ P, that
||p(µ) − pred (µ)||L2 (0,Tend ;|||·||| )
µ
n
√
−1/2
||ec (0; µ)||L2 (Ω) + 5 pdred (µ)
≤ α(µ, µ)

b
+ 2 α(µ, µ̂)−1 CH,Q
(µ̂) ∂t pdred (µ)
√
+ ( 5 + 1) ηell. (pred (µ), µ, µ̃)

L2 (0,Tend ;|||·|||µ )
L2 (0,Tend ;L2 (Ω))

b
+ 2 α(µ, µ̂)−1 CH,Q
(µ̂) ||RT (pred (µ); µ)||L2 (0,Tend ;L2 (Ω))

o

=: ηh,red (pred (µ); µ, µ̂, µ, µ̃)
b ( µ̂) = C Ω c ( µ̂)−1 and
with CH,Q
P ε

4∆t
ηell. (pred (µ); µ, µ̃) :=
3
2

nt

n
∑ ηOS2015 (pred (n · ∆t ; µ); µ, µ, µ̃)

n=0

+

∑

e∈Fh

o
bep (pred (n · ∆t ; µ), pred (n · ∆t ; µ); µ)

where ηOS2015 denotes the estimate η from [14, Corollary 4.5].
In Corollary 4.1, we have the flexibility to choose three parameters µ̂, µ, µ̃ ∈ P: the parameter µ can be used to fix a norm throughout the computational process (for instance during the
greedy basis generation), while the purpose of the parameters µ̂ and µ̃ is to allow all quantities
to be offline/online decomposable, cf. [14]. The price to pay for this flexibility are the additional
occurrences of α, which are equal to 1 in the nonparametric case or if the parameters coincide.
5. Numerical Experiments. We consider (1) on Ω = [0, 5] × [0, 1], Tend = 0.05, with p0 = 0
and the data functions f , κ and λ from the multiscale example in [14, Section 6.1]: κε is the
highly heterogeneous permeability tensor used in the first model of the 10th SPE Comparative
Solution Project∗ , f models a source and two sinks and λ (µ) := 1 + (1 − µ)λc , where λc models
a high-conductivity channel. The role of the parameter µ ∈ P := [0.1, 1] is thus to toggle the
existence of the channel, the maximum contrast of λ (µ)κε amounts to 106 (compare Figure 1).
Basis generation. On each subdomain T ∈ TH we initialize the local reduced basis with
T :=gram_schmidt({1, f | }), where gram_schmidt denotes the Gram-Schmidt orϕred
T
thonormalization procedure (including re-orthonormalization for numerical stability) with respect to the full H 1 (T ) product from our software package pyMOR (see below). The constant
∗ http://www.spe.org/web/csp/index.html
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diffusion
µ =1
µ = 0.1
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100

1.413e+03
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1.413e+03
100

1.413e
100
1

0.01
1.414e-03

1

0.01
1.414e
Figure 1: Data functions and sample solutions on a grid with |τh | = 8, 000 simplices for parameters µ = 1
(left column) and µ = 0.1 (right column). Both plots in the first row as well as the bottom four
plots share the same color map (middle) with two different ranges. First row: logarithmic plot
of λ (µ)κε (dark: 1.41 · 10−3 , light: 1.41 · 103 ). Rest: plot of the pressure ph (t; µ) (solution
of (2), dark: −3.92 · 10−1 , light: 7.61 · 10−1 , isolines at 10%, 20%, 45%, 75% and 95%) for
t = 0.01 (middle row) and the end time t = Tend = 0.05 (bottom row). Note the presence of
high-conductivity channels in the permeability (top left, light regions) throughout large parts
of the domain. The parameter dependency models a removal of one such channel in the middle
right of the domain.

function 1 has to be present in the local reduced bases according to [14, Theorem 4.2] (to guarantee local mass conservation w.r.t. subdomains), while the presence of f sharpens the a posteriori
estimate by minimizing Πred ( f ) − f , as motivated by the elliptic reconstruction (3). We iteratively extend these initial bases using a variant of the POD-G REEDY algorithm [6]: in each
iteration (i) the worst approximated parameter, say µ∗ ∈ Ptrain , is found by evaluating the a
posteriori error estimate from Corollary 4.1 over a set of training parameters Ptrain ⊂ P; (ii)
a full solution trajectory {ph (n · ∆t ; µ∗ ) | 0 ≤ n ≤ nt } is computed using the discretization from
T for each subdomain T ∈ T are extended by the
Section 3; and (iii) the local reduced bases ϕred
H
dominant POD mode of the projection error of { ph (n · ∆t ; µ∗ )|T | 0 ≤ n ≤ nt }, using the above
Gram-Schmidt procedure.
Software implementation. We use the open-source Python software package pyMOR† [11] for
all model reduction algorithms as well as for the time stepping. For the grids, operators, products
and functionals we use the open-source C++ software package DUNE, in particular the generic
discretization toolbox dune-gdt‡ (see [14, Section 6] and the references therein), compiled
into a Python module to be directly usable in pyMOR’s algorithms.
We use a simplicial triangulation for the fine grid τh , rectangular subdomains T ∈ TH and 10
equally sized time steps for the implicit Euler scheme. Within each subdomain we use a local
DG space of order 1, the resulting discretization thus coincides with the one proposed in [4].
We observe a comparable decay of the estimated error during the greedy basis generation
in Figure 2 for all subdomain configurations, though faster for a larger number of subdomains
|TH |, where the reduced space is much richer. In particular, to reach the same prescribed error
† http://pymor.org
‡ http://github.com/dune-community/dune-gdt
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maxµ∈Ptest ηh,red (pred (µ); µ, µ̂, µ, µ̃)

Figure 2: Estimated error evolution during the
POD-G REEDY basis generation for several subdomain configurations and µ̂ =
µ = µ̃ = 0.1, to minimize all occurrences of α in Corollary 4.1. Depicted is
the maximum estimated error over a set
of ten randomly chosen test parameters
Ptest ⊂ P in each step of the greedy algorithm, which was configured to search
over ten uniformly distributed training
parameters.
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tolerance in the greedy algorithm, much less solution snapshots are required for larger numbers
of subdomains. We refer to [12, Section 3.3] for a comparison of localized RB methods versus
traditional RB methods.
6. Conclusion. In this contribution we used the elliptic reconstruction technique for a posteriori error estimation of parabolic problems [10, 9, 3, 5] to derive efficient and reliable true
error control for the localized reduced basis method applied to scalar linear parabolic problems.
Numerical experiments were given to demonstrate the applicability of the approach.
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